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h i g h l i g h t s

� A loading pattern strategy ICS (In-Cycle-Shuffle) was implemented to the last cycle of the boiling water reactor.
� The best power sharing distribution and ICS timing was found.
� A new parameter ‘‘Burnup sharing” is presented to evaluate ICS strategy.
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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, a loading pattern strategy In-Cycle-Shuffle (ICS) is implemented to the last cycle of the boil-
ing water reactor (BWR) before decommissioning to save the fuel cycle cost. This method needs a core
shutdown during the operation of a cycle to change the loading pattern to gain more reactivity. The reac-
tivity model is used to model the ICS strategy in order to find out the best ICS timing and the optimum
power sharing distribution before ICS and after ICS. Several parameters of reactivity model are modified
and the effect of burnable poison, gadolinium (Gd), is considered in this research. Three cases are pre-
sented and it is found that the best ICS timing is at about two-thirds of total cycle length no matter
the poisoning effect of Gd is considered or not. According to the optimum power sharing distribution
result, it is suggested to decrease the once burnt power and increase the thrice burnt fuel power as much
as possible before ICS. After ICS, it is suggested to increase the positive reactivity fuel power and decrease
the thrice burnt fuel power as much as possible. A new parameter ‘‘Burnup sharing” is presented to eval-
uate the special case whose EOC power weighting factor and the burnup accumulation factor in the reac-
tivity model are quite different.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the increasing of operating years of nuclear power plants,
the topics about decommissioning become popular in recent years.
In Taiwan, it is a new issue for engineer to design a fuel loading
pattern before decommissioning. The study of optimizing the load-
ing pattern of the last two cycles before decommissioning (Chen
et al., 2014) was performed for BWR in Taiwan. The optimum
power sharing distribution of the last one cycle and last two cycles
were proposed and the cycle length arrangement for the last two
cycles was also suggested. About 10 fresh fuel bundles can be
saved with the simultaneous optimization of two cycles as com-
pared to two successive single cycle optimizations, and about 5
fresh fuel bundles can be saved by using a long-short distribution
of cycle length for the last two cycles.

For the cycle before decommissioning, the most important way
to save the fuel cycle cost is reducing the fresh fuel bundle number
in the last cycle. Because there are no following cycles, and all the
fuel assemblies in the core are going to be discharged, the fresh
fuel number is the only index for indicating the minimization of
the fuel cycle cost when the enrichments are fixed. To achieve
the goal of minimizing fuel cycle cost, a concept of In-Cycle-
Shuffle (ICS, Kropaczek et al., 2005) that was discussed among
loading pattern designers could be applied to this case. This strat-
egy needs a shutdown of the reactor core during the operation of a
cycle to perform the loading pattern adjustment, and then the
reactor core keeps on operating as a normal cycle after ICS. Plenty
of fresh fuel assemblies may be saved by implementing this strat-
egy, and it seems to be an extreme of single cycle optimization. The
advantage of ICS strategy may be limited if multi-cycle effect
(Kropaczek et al., 1993; Yamasaki and Yoshikuni, 2003;
Yamamoto et al., 2011) is considered during normal operation for
reload cycles. However, ICS strategy might be a good choice in
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the decommissioning case, because no multi-cycle effect has to be
checked.

In order to evaluate the benefits of the ICS strategy, it is required
tomodel the loading patterns before and after core shutdown. It is a
special kind of multi-cycle optimization. Also, it is important to find
out the best core shutdown timing – in other words, ICS timing.
According to the characteristics mentioned above, the linear reac-
tivity model (Driscoll et al., 1990; Chen et al., 2014) is used to sim-
ulate the ICS strategy in this paper. Power sharing before and after
ICS timing is taken as the input variable in solving the reactivity
model to find out the least fresh fuel requirement and the best
ICS timings. In order to make sure the core is critical at ICS timing,
the burnable poison (Gd in this paper) effect should be taken into
consideration because there are more burnable poison residues at
the middle-of-cycle (MOC) than at the end-of-cycle (EOC). When
Gd is loaded, the reactivity of the fuel is no longer linear to burnup,
but reactivity model can still work (Yamamoto et al., 2011). Fur-
thermore, the results of the case studies for different cycle length
are compared in this paper to give a more comprehensive perspec-
tive for the application of ICS strategy.

In Section 2, the modeling of ICS strategy using the reactivity
model is introduced. The optimization process and core character-
istic are also described in this section. The results of optimum
power sharing and the best ICS timing are shown in Section 3,
and several suggestions for one who is going to apply ICS strategy
to decommissioning case are concluded in Section 4.

2. Methodology

The ICS strategy is unusual in normal operations. In this section,
the implementing process of ICS would be introduced. The model-
ing of ICS strategy using reactivity model will then be considered.
There are some parameters in the normal reactivity model that
should be modified. Because of the characteristic of ICS, the burn-
able poison effect of Gd is modeled in this research, and the
method on finding out the relationship between reactivity and bur-
nup of the fuel with Gd loading is also mentioned. Because of the
specialty in the modeling of ICS strategy, several constraints are
imposed on the optimization method. In the last part of this sec-
tion, the optimization method and the core characteristics are
shown.

2.1. Reactivity model for ICS strategy

The definition of ICS strategy is shutting down a reactor core dur-
ing the operation of a cycle and changing the loading pattern only to

increase total energy. The process of the strategy is shown in Fig. 1,
where the total cycle length, the cycle length before ICS and the
cycle length after ICS are denoted as C, C1 and C2 respectively. The
sum of C1 and C2 is equal to C. The power sharing distribution of
the loading pattern before ICS is f1i for fuel batch i, and the power
sharing distribution of the loading pattern after ICS for fuel batch i
is f2i. The burnup at begin-of-cycle (BOC) of each batch is Bi,BOC.With
the different power sharing used before ICS and after ICS, the
burnup of fuel batch i at the time of ICS is equal to Bi,BOC + f1i*C1,
and the burnup at EOC is equal to Bi,BOC + f1i*C1 + f2i*C2.

According to Fig. 1, the relationship of a power weighted critical
system (Driscoll et al., 1990) can be described as follow:

X4

i¼1

nif 2;iqi;EOC ¼ qL;EOC ð1Þ

where ni is the number of fuel assembly in fuel batch i, qi,EOC is
the batch averaged reactivity at EOC and the qL,EOC is the leakage
reactivity at EOC (Chen et al., 2014). In this research, fuel batch i
include fresh fuel (i = 1), once burnt fuel (i = 2), twice burnt fuel
(i = 3) and thrice burnt fuel (i = 4). The batch power f2,i is the power
after ICS and also the power at EOC. The batch averaged reactivity
qi,EOC is calculated by the following equation:

qi;EOC ¼ q0 � AðBi;BOC þ f 1iC1 þ f 2iC2Þ ð2Þ
where q0 is the reactivity of zero burnup fuels, A is a constant

(Chen et al., 2014).
In this research, the power sharing of a fuel batch is different at

before and after ICS. To check if the core operating before ICS is
above critical, the following inequality is used.

qICS ¼
X4

i¼1

nif 1;iqi;ICS P qL;ICS ð3Þ

where qICS is the core total weighted reactivity at ICS timing and
qi,ICS is the batch averaged reactivity at ICS timing. The leakage
reactivity at ICS timing qL,ICS can be derived the same way as qL,

EOC by replacing the peripheral power after ICS to that before ICS.
The batch averaged reactivity qi,ICS is calculated by using the
following equation:

qi;ICS ¼ q0 � AðBi;BOC þ f 1iC1Þ ð4Þ
To solve the fuel requirement of a set of power sharing f1i and

f2i, the fresh fuel number ni is solved by substituting the value of
f2i and qi,EOC calculated by Eq. (2) into Eq. (1). After that, whether
the core can be critical at ICS timing with the fresh fuel number
ni and f1i is checked by substituting f1i into Eq. (3).

Fig. 1. The process of ICS strategy.
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